Based on the power-cycle nested graph brought before, using the research methods and techniques of graph theory and combinatorial mathematics, through studying the new design idea about the basic graph,nested-cycle subgraph with gear and five-vertex sector subgraph-group, the edgebalanced index sets of the power-cycle nested graph 5 n = are provided here, for ( ) 1 mod 3 m ≡ and 4 m ≥ , and the proofs of the computational of formulas and the construction of the corresponding graphs also give out.
vertex -balanced index and friendly index sets of the figure in the literature [3] [4] [5] .
Since 2009, author and her student Juan Lu solved the edge-balanced index sets of chain graph. In 2010, Ying Wang started the research about the edge-balanced index sets of the equal-cycle nested graph [7] .From 2010, Hongjuan Tian [8] and others began the study of edge-balanced index sets of the nested graph with power-cycle. With the increase of n, the difficulty of graph design of odd n increases, ingenious design of classification is required for a nested transform edge index. In this paper, lay emphasis on the research about the graph when 5 n = .Using the innovative methods and techniques , categories design, proof method of fivevertices sector sub graph-group and other methods of Graph theory and Combinatorial mathematics, which have Completely solved the existence of the edgebalanced index set, construction methods and formulas proof. We choose different n, the subgraph of construction is different in actual operation. The research of power-cycle nested graph 5 5 m m C P × is divided into three parts.But in this paper we only research it when 1(mod 3) m ≡ and 4 m ≥ . The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 ,we give the definitions that we shall consider. In section 3 includes the graphs with maximum edge-balanced index and using five-vertices sector subgraph-group to proof the lemmas. The main theorem is presented in Section 4. The final Section 5 contains the conclusion.
II. PRELIMINARY NOTES
In graph theory, a graph G is an ordered pair ( ) ( ) ( ) , V G E G consists of vertex set ( ) V G and edge set ( ) E G , together with an incidence function that associates with each edge of G an ordered pair of vertices of G .
Definition 1 In graph G , let: : ( ) f E G Z → be an edge labeling function, that is to say, ) (G E e ∈ ∀ to define ( ) 0 f e = or 1.The edge set labeled 0 or 1 is recorded as (0) E and (1) E , using (0), (1) e e to present the number of (0), ( 
e − ≤ , f is considered as an edge-friendly labeling of the graph G .
: the edge labeling f is edge-friendly } is thought as the edgebalanced index set of the graph G , if there is an edgefriendly labeling f in a graph G .
Definition 4
5 m C shows the graph contains m cycles, and the number of the vertices is added by power exponent from the inner cycle to the outer. Definition 5 5 m P is a ray path that every road contains m points, and there are five branches at any points except the terminal point of each road.
Definition 6
The power-cycle nested graph 5 5 m m C P × is the Cartesian product of For convenience ,we will have the following label for the nested network graph：The vertices of the most inner circle in clockwise order are labeled as follows: 
The above says that the Definition 9 For the nested-cycle subgraph ,based on starting points of the ray paths,
is subdivided into sector subgraph equally.If the ray path's starting points is on the th ∂ cycle.Then the nested-cycle subgraph can be divided into 5 ∂ sector graphs,denoted separately as 1 2 5 , , , S S S ∂  .
Definition 10 For the sector subgraphs in the given nested-cycle subgraph, denoted
as fivevertices sector subgraph-group, and the label of the ( ) S i is in the same, denoted by
III. LEMMAS AND PROOF 
:
Because the power-circle nested graph is nested by the power-circle graph and the ray paths graph. We will label respectively the power circle graph and the ray paths graph.
Step 1: We mark all edges as 0-edge which are in the paths of <1>,2>,<3>and in the circles of <4>,<5>,<6>. 
Step 2: On the basis of step1,
(2) (3) , 10 47
(3) (4) , 10 48
(3) (4) , 10 49
(3) (4) and 10 50
(3) (4) have been marked 0-edges,then turn them from 0-edges to 1-edges.
Step 3: The other edges in the 4 5 5 4
C P × are labeled as1.
In the graph, there are 1555 edges,of which 777 are the 0-edges.According to the definition of edge-friendly labeling, | (0) (1) | 1 e e − ≤ ,we can get the edge-friendly labeling of the labeled graph by calculation. All the vertices
are labeled as 0.There are 93 0-vertices,so (1) 
We can prove 594 ) ( In this labeled graph, the vertices on the first cycle have degree7.The vertices on the 4th cycle have degree 3,and the others all have degree 8. The edges linking the 0-vertex are labeled 0; the 1-vertex are all saturated, except that the vertex 2 (2) ，which links two 0-edges. In order to change the label of any 0-vertex into 1vertex or unlabeled, we need to interchange 4 0-edges and 1-edges at least, but any of the 1-vertex's label changes, we only need to interchange 2 0-edges and 1edge at least. It is obvious that the interchanging must bring Proof:Because these five-vertices sector subgraphgroup have the same characteristics of edge and vertex. We only give the label of
Firstly, construct the maximum edge-balanced index about S :
Step 1: We mark all edges for 0-edge which are in the paths of <1>,<2>,<3>and in the circle of <4>,<5>,<6>,<7>. 
have been marked 0-edges.We turn them to 1-edges.
Step 3:The other edges in the S are labeled as 1.
In the S graph, there are 1500 edges,of which 775 are the 0-edges.According to the definition of edge-friendly labeling, | (0) ( is the maximum of edge-balanced index in the graph S .
In this labeled graph, the vertices in S are all saturated.
In order to turn the label of any 0-vertex to1-vertex or unlabeled, we need to interchange ,whose maximum edge-balanced index labeling method is the same as we construct in lemma 2.During the process of label , we know the We know all the five-vertices sector graph-group have the same label.Below transform is based on the biggest index labeled graph constructed from lemma 2, and the change of every step is based on the previous step .The 1 ( 2 1 
we can obtain 20 labeled graphs of odd edge-balanced indexes which are { } 39, 37, 3,1 
Even index set structures as follows:
Step1: Exchange ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
we can obtain one labeled graphs of even edge-balanced indexes which is { } 588 .
Step2:Repeat from the first to fifth step as we construct the odd index sets .Thus we can obtain these labeled graphs of even edge-balanced indexes which are respectively { } 586, 584, 2, 0 ， . The proof is completed. Lemma 5 For every of S in the nested-cycle subgraph,
Proof: Below transform is based on the biggest index labeled graph constructed form lemma3, and every step all proceeds is based on the previous step to transform, which in turn constructs labeling graphs corresponding with the index.One of S in the 4 
The proof is completed. Proof:Below transform is based on the biggest index labeled graph constructed form lemma 1, and every step is based on the previous step to transform, which in turn constructs labeling graphs corresponding with the index.
First, build an even index set:
Step Odd index set structures as follows:
Step1: Exchange ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Step2: Repeat from the first to fifth step as we construct the odd index sets .Thus we can obtain these labeled graphs of even edge-balanced indexes which are respectively{ } 586,584, 2, 0 ， .
Step3: Exchange ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) The proof is completed.
IV. THEOREM
According to lemma 3 and lemma7, we can get the following theorem. ,we introduced the five-vertices sector subgraph-group, showing the proof of the computational formula, at the same time giving the construction of the corresponding graphs. The resulting work using the same method will be investigated in a future paper.
